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End of paper

General Requirements

The text should be set in from MS Word (DOCX) and PDF.

Paper length: Full papers should have a length between 8 and 20 pages using the following formatting, references and appendixes includes. Short paper must have a length 4 pages.

Above or under this range, the abnormal content size should be formally justified by the corresponding author with a risk of major amendment requested by the reviewers.

Paper size is A4, portrait orientation.

Margins: upper – 2.5 cm and lower – 2 cm, left – 2.5 cm, right – 2.5 cm.
4 Subtitle of Level One

4.1 Subtitle of Level 2

4.2 Lists

- Work with bulleted lists should be either manual or with using the MS Word formatting toolbar.
- After typing the number, put a full stop, a gap and then follow with the text.
- Element 3 of the list.

4.3 Numeration

1. Work with numbered lists should be either manual or with using the MS Word formatting toolbar.
2. After typing the number, put a full stop, a gap and then follow with the text.
3. Element 3 of the list.

4.4 Formulas

It is preferable to type simple formulae in the text mode, using subscript and superscript indices, see (1) below:

\[ F = R_s + D_k , \quad (1) \]

where \( s \) and \( k \) are subscript indices. Punctuation at the end of a formula is as in an ordinary sentence. Formulae numbering is placed on the right, even with the right edge of the column.
Complex formulas are typed in the formula editor MS Word, see (2):

$$V = \frac{F}{C}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the formula editor setting Style/Size for typing symbols should be only by default. The main font size of the formulae is 14 pt, big index – 9, small index – 7, a big symbol – 18, small symbol – 14. In the formula editor and the text itself, the variables expressed by Latin symbols are typed in italics; figures, Greek and Russian symbols are Roman type as well as symbols of functions (sin, ln, etc.).

4.4.1 Subtitle of Level 3

4.4.2 Tables

Tables should be typed directly in MS Word rather than copied from other editors and programs. Table number (for example, Table 1) is placed in the centre above the table with full stop after the number. The title of the Table is typed in the centre after the table number, no full stop at the end. The margins of the Table should not extend beyond the borders of the printed text.

Table 1. Table Title, no full stop at the end

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If necessary to specify the source, type under the Table with 11 pt font, line spacing 1, center-aligned formatting.

4.4.3 Figures and Diagrams

Figures and diagrams are either put in the text or submitted in separate files (each illustration being a separate file) in the .tif format (other acceptable formats are .bmp or .jpeg), in which it is necessary to specify the exact location of their insertion into a text file.

Figures and diagrams can be either color or black and white.

The scanned image used in the text should have resolution 300 dpi.

Text in a figure or a diagram must be large enough and clearly recognizable and readable. Text must be in English.

Titles of diagrams and drawings are indicated below in the center (for example: Figure 1. Caption to the Figure or Diagram 1. Diagram Title), see Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Caption to the Figure, no full stop at the end